Chit Chat
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Give your bestie a gift she’ll always love: this project will perfectly capture the
essence of your one-of-a-kind bond.

1. Cut out each photograph and/or collage image. If using a printed image,
laminate the image to prevent ink from bleeding.

MATERIALS

2. Use a glue stick to adhere each image to the mosaic base. Seal the image
to the surface with decoupage.

BIM121 Sweetheart Tile Assortment
BIM204 Pink Sorbet Gold-Veined Mosaic Tiles 20 mm
BIM296 Sky for Days Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM514 Mystic Crystal Glass Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM70212-0003 White Grout
BIM70513 Thought Bubble 12”
BIM72064 Clear Cathedral - Nibbles & Bits
BIM72946-0004 Weldbond
D15481 Aleene’s Glass & Bead Glue
D31209 Aleene’s Glossy Decoupage
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper
SUPPLIES
Assorted Royal Aqualon Brushes
Glue Stick
Latex Gloves
Paper Towels
Pencil
Photograph / Collage Images
Plastic Spoon
Scissors
Self-Laminating Sheet
Water

3. Using Weldbond glue as adhesive, adhere Pink Sorbet Gold-Veined tiles as
a border around each image or photograph.
4. Adhere Clear Cathedral nibbles and bits on top of each image or photograph
using Aleene’s Glass and Bead glue.
TIP: Apply glue to each individual tile prior to adhering, and press firmly once
attached to distribute glue evenly underneath each tile. Use the wheel mosaic
nipper, if needed, to cut tiles to a desired size.
5. Again using Weldbond glue as adhesive and the wheel mosaic nipper,
adhere Mystic Crystal Glass tiles around the border of the plaque.
6. Adhere a line of Sweetheart tiles along one edge of each photo or image.
7. As you coat small areas at a time with adhesive, fill in the remaining areas of
the mosaic base with Sky for Days tiles.
8. Allow project to dry for 24-48 hours.
9. According to the provided instructions, grout the surface of the mosaic with
White grout. Use a slightly damp sponge to gently remove any excess grout,
then clean the tile surfaces.

